
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

TRX - FIT 45
6:00 - 6:45 am

Rachel | Tumbling

Lift FIT 45
5:45 - 6:30 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

ACT-Strength
5:45 - 6:30 am

Sydney | Aquatics

GluteFIT
5:45 - 6:30 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

FIT 45
6:00 - 6:45 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

IBOD
8:30 - 9:30 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

IBOD
6:00 - 7:00 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

Lift FIT 45
8:00 - 8:45 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

FIT 45
6:00 - 6:45 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

No Impact Boot Camp
9:00 - 10:00 am

Mandy | Aquatics

TRX - FIT 45
9:15 - 10:00 am

Rachel | Tumbling

Lift FIT 45
9:30 - 10:15 am

Rachel | PT Studio

Lift FIT 45 
8:00 - 8:45 am

Rachel | Tumbling

TRX STRENGTH
9:00 - 9:45 am

Melissa | Tumbling

FIT 45
7:00 - 7:45 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

IBOD
9:15 - 10:15 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio    

Strength Training for 
Runners

9:15 - 10:15 am
Jen | SGPT Studio

IBOD
9:30 - 10:30 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

TRX - FIT 45
9:15 - 10:00 am

Rachel | Tumbling

No Impact Boot Camp
9:00 - 10:00 am

Mandy | Aquatics

TRX Circuit
8:30 - 9:15 am

Renee | Tumbling

TRX
9:15 - 10:00 am

Andrea | Tumbling

FIT Kids
4:30 - 5:15 pm
Rachel | Turf

K-Strong Met-Con
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Damon | SGPT Studio

Outdoor Bootcamp for 
Runners

9:15 - 10:00 am
Jen | Outside

IBOX
9:15 - 10:15 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

FIT 45
9:15 - 10:00 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

Aqua Flex & Stretch
10:00 - 11:00 am 

Mandy | Aquatics

IBOD
9:15 - 10:15 am

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

Aqua Flex & Stretch
10:00 - 11:00 am 
Mandy | Aquatics

Deep Water Conditioning
10:00 - 11:00 am

Mandy | Aquatics

BoxFIT
10:30 - 11:00 am 

Rachel | Tumbling

Deep Water Conditioning
10:00 - 11:00 am

Mandy | Aquatics

BoxFIT
10:00 - 10:30 am 
Rachel | Tumbling

Lift FIT 45
10:15 - 11:00 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

GluteFIT
11:15 am - 12:00 pm

Rachel | SGPT Studio

FIT 45
10:30 - 11:15 am

Rachel | SGPT Studio

Strength Training for 
Runners 

10:30 am - 11:30 pm
Jen | SGPT Studio

Virtual Strength Training 
for Runners

10:15 - 11:00 am 
Jen

Warm Water Power
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Mandy | Aquatics

GluteFIT
5:45 - 6:30 pm

Rachel | SGPT Studio

Warm Water Power
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Mandy | Aquatics

Boost
11:00 - 11:45 am 

Milinda | SGPT Studio

Kettlebell Strong
11:30 am - 12:30 pm

Damon | SGPT Studio

ACT- Strength
6:00 - 6:45 pm

Sydney | Aquatics

IBOX
5:30 - 6:30 pm

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

HAC Crew
7:00 - 7:30 pm

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

IBOD
5:30 - 6:30 pm

Jo Jo | SGPT Studio

Spin to Lose
7:00 - 8:00 pm

Rachel | SGPT Studio

Youth ACT
6:00 - 6:45 pm

Sydney | Aquatics

Effective: 2/23/2022
Schedule is subject to change.

Maria Crennan  |  (302) 239-6688 x 121 |  mcrennan@hachealthclub.com

Must sign up in advance for SGPT Classes. 
Please see a Personal Trainer, Maria Crennan, Rachael Ling, or sign up in the HAC App to get scheduled for classes. 

HOCKESSIN ATHLETIC CLUB
Small Group Personal Training Schedule

SUNDAY 

Runs in 8-week sessions, must pre-register. Contact 
Rachel Evans at rachelev@udel.edu for more info.



BoxFIT: Looking to shed and shred? Hook, 
punch, and jab your way to sculpted arms, 
legs, glutes, back and abdominals! You will 
improve coordination, balance and endurance 
while burning some serious calories and 
shredding the fat. Added perks include 
improved self-discipline and major stress 
release! Bring some water and your A-game! 

HAC Crew: Looking to burn the most calories 
in a short period of time? Rowing is where it’s 
at! Rowing is a unique exercise that combines 
both resistance and cardiovascular training 
with each stroke. These fat-blasting, heart-
thumping, fast-paced classes are sure to give 
you a workout different than anything you 
have experienced before. 

Aquatic Cross Training (ACT) - Strength: 
Combine strength, agility, balance, and 
cardio, add in the water, and you’re in for a 
splashin’ good time! With a mixture of circuits, 
supersets, and cardio spurts, this strength 
focused class will certainly get your body 
moving. A great choice for those who want 
high intensity muscle work with lower joint 
impact, as well as those who are looking for a 
cross training option. Held in the Catch Pool.

Boost: This class is designed to help build 
strength and endurance, while boosting 
your cardio limits.   Each class will include 
circuit training, cardio exercises, bodyweight 
exercises and finish with core training and 
stretching for a complete workout. All fitness 
levels.

FIT 45: Become the master of your body 
and get in the best shape of your life in the 
45-minute version of FIT.

FIT Kids: Basic weight lifting, bodyweight 
exercises, and cardio challenges are 
assigned to master over a set time period. A 
fun, 45-minute, time for kids to be active and 
get in some exercise, in a safe environment.

GluteFIT: Lower body strength training and 
muscle building will focus on lifting heavier 
weight with correct technique targeting 
hamstrings, quadriceps, and glutes.

Golf Specific Training: Are you tired of the 
same results in your golf game? Are you 
looking to take your golf game to the next 
level? Golf Specific Training taught by Denise 
Boyle, uses TRX to help improve your golf skill.

LiftFIT: This 45-minute total body strength 
training session will target all major muscle 
groups while focusing on correct technique.

Outdoor Bootcamp for Runners: Designed 
to push participants harder then they would 
push themselves and to always keep the body 
guessing. This interval training class mixes 
body weight exercises with cardio & strength 
training. Come see what your body can do!

TRX/TRX Strength: This total-body resistance  
training class employs the use of the famous 
TRX suspension straps. The straps are 
adjustable, user friendly, and use bodyweight 
as the resistance. This class builds strength, 
balance, flexibility, and core stability with 

tons of functional exercises that can easily be 
adjusted to all fitness levels. Everyone from 
the elite athlete, grandparent, novice, and 
teenager can take this class. This is the FULL 
body workout that everyone can do.

TRX Circuit:  This class will build your total 
body strength, flexibility, and core stability. This 
workout includes bodyweight work with the 
straps, and a variety of other equipment to keep 
you moving and getting stronger!

TRXFIT 45:  TRXFIT uses both the TRX straps 
and the TRX RIP trainers with focus on form. 
Remember - quality versus quantity. Build 
from the foundations of movement across all 
planes of motion to create a strong, integrated 
physique. Core, core, core!

Youth Aquatic Cross Training (ACT): Two parts 
water, one part land, with the team that will 
join, you’ll have more fun than planned! This 
youth focused class will combine strength, 
cardio, agility, balance, and plyometrics in both 
the pool and surrounding deck areas. A great 
option for youth looking for a cross training 
option. Held in the Catch Pool (42” depth). 
Geared towards ages 9 & Up.

30-MINUTE CLASSES

45-MINUTE CLASSES

MORE

SGPT Class Descriptions
HOCKESSIN ATHLETIC CLUB

Maria Crennan  |  (302) 239-6688 x 121 |  mcrennan@hachealthclub.comEffective: 2/23/2022
Class offerings are subject to change.



Aqua Flex and Stretch: This class starts with 30 
minutes of exercises designed to build strength 
and muscle definition and is followed by 30 
minutes of stretching and mind/body Exercises 
designed to lengthen the muscles and release 
muscle tension. This class will leave you feeling 
strong and with a better sense of balance.

Deep Water Conditioning: This class is 
designed to help you find your inner athlete 
in a no impact environment! This specific 
class focuses on cardio conditioning and core 
training. Belts are worn to allow for optimal 
focus on arm and leg exercises while having fun 
and building cardio endurance.

IBOD: Whether you’re looking to lose weight, 
relieve pain, or get a good dose of class 
synergy, this is truly the class is for you! 
This full-body workout produces incredible 
physical results that you can see and feel 
very quickly. Your workouts are sure to be 
efficient, dynamic, and fun! And with smaller 
class sizes, you can count on experiencing 
greater accountability and more personalized 
attention. Choose a 30, 45, or 60-minute 
workout depending on the allotted time in 
your time block.

IBOX: Get all the great benefits of IBOD with 
an added emphasis on kickboxing!

K-Strong Met-Con: An hour long SGPT class 
that takes the functional total body form 
and strength work of hardstyle Kettlebells, 
and follows it up with EPOC inducing HIIT 
(high intensity interval training) for a total 
body workout that will motivate you to 
your best efforts. The best of both worlds, 
where Functional Strength and Metabolic 
Conditioning meet.

Kettlebell Strong: Taught by a Strongfirst 
Kettlebell Certified Instructor, this total body 
strength and conditioning kettlebell class puts 
a strong emphasis on proper form, technique, 
progression and functionality. First part of the 
class will focus on mastering the basics before 
going into a HIIT workout to finish the class. If 
you are looking for a challenging workout that 
will also teach you the fundamentals of strength 
training, this is the class for you. 

No Impact Bootcamp: This class will consist 
of 30 minute deep water cardio that will build 
your cardiovascular endurance and then 30 
minutes of shallow water no impact, full-body 
strength training. This class will leave you 
feeling strong, balanced and ready to take on 
the day!

Spin to Lose: Spin to Lose is an 8 week 
program that incorporates small group circuit 
training and Spinning to help you lose weight, 
inches, and achieve a lasting lifestyle change! 
Coached by a certified instructor, Spin to Lose 
provides you with healthy diet and exercise 
tips and a daily log book which will help to 
reinvent a better you with lasting results!

Strength Training for Runners: Do you love to 
run? What does your strength training routine 
look like?  Whether you are a novice or avid 
runner, the importance of strength training 
cannot be overstated. Many runners are 
injured frequently and most will experience 
some type of overuse stress. This is a 10-
week progressive program taught by Jen 
Besten, a USATF certified running coach. It 
will give you the edge you have been looking 
for by using exercises geared towards 
reducing injury and increasing strength. Time 
to switch it up!

Virtual Strength Training for Runners: Enjoy 
the benefits of Strength Training for Runners 
via Zoom in the comfort of your own home!  
Whether you are a novice or avid runner, the 
importance of strength training cannot be 
overstated. Many runners are injured frequently 
and most will experience some type of overuse 
stress. This is a 10-week progressive program 
taught by Jen Besten, a USATF certified running 
coach. It will give you the edge you have been 
looking for by using exercises geared towards 
reducing injury and increasing strength. Time to 
switch it up!

Warm Water Power: This class is held in our 
therapy pool and designed to have you feeling 
more balanced, stronger and increase your 
endurance levels. Class will include cardio, 
core training and range of motion exercises 
along with strength training.

Maria Crennan  |  (302) 239-6688 x 121 |  mcrennan@hachealthclub.comEffective: 2/23/2022
Class offerings are subject to change.

60-MINUTE CLASSES

All classes aside from FIT Kids and Youth ACT serve Club Members ages 14+ only. 
HAC reserves the right to cancel classes or close studios at its discretion.
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